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Baskets and bundles of their materials of the middle to latest Jomon periods were recovered at the Shimo-yakebe site, Tokyo. A result of material identification of those baskets showed that they were made of culms of subfam. Bambusoideae, but more minute identification was difficult with the anatomical observation. We succeeded to detect to identify a basket and two bundles of basket materials by observing plant opals formed in the graminaceous leaves using the plant opal phytolith analysis. We found plant opals of Pleioblatus sect. Nezasa or Sasa in some of the materials. Sediments of the river where the baskets were recovered yielded plant opals of Sasa. This indicated that Sasa grew near the site and could be use for basket weaving. Thus the plant opal phytolith analysis can be an effective tool to indentify basket materials.
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